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ABSTRACT
This research is situated in a project aimed at the develop-
ment of a vocal user interface (VUI) that learns to understand
its users specifically persons with a speech impairment. The
vocal interface adapts to the speech of the user by learning
the vocabulary from interaction examples. Word learning is
implemented through weakly supervised non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF). The goal of this study is to investigate
how we can improve word learning when the number of in-
teraction examples is low. We demonstrate two approaches to
train NMF models on scarce data: 1) training word models us-
ing smoothed training data, and 2) training word models that
strictly correspond to the grounding information derived from
a few interaction examples. We found that both approaches
can substantially improve word learning from scarce training
data.
Index Terms— weakly supervised non-negative matrix
factorization, vocabulary acquisition, vocal user interface,
data scarcity
1. INTRODUCTION
Command and Control (C&C) speech recognition allows
users to control different conditions in their environment like
the central heating or the light units in the house, but also
to interact with devices like smartphones or computers. This
study is situated in the “Adaptation and Learning for Assistive
Domestic Vocal Interfaces” (ALADIN) project [1, 2] aimed
at the development of a Vocal User Interface (VUI) that can
understand normal as well as deviant speech. The user should
be able to choose his own words, phrases or sounds in order
to control the target application at hand.
We meet this objective by grounding the word learning
process of the VUI in the environment of the end user, so
that the VUI is trained by mining the speech input from the
end user and the changes that are provoked on a device. For
instance, the user says: “Please, turn on the television” and
turns on the television with the remote control. The learning
problem is a machine learning problem where the user has
to demonstrate the intended action to the VUI, and by doing
so, he provides supervision to the spoken utterance [2]. The
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supervision for training the speech recognizer is only weak,
since the changes provoked on the device, resulting for in-
stance from a button push, cannot be transformed in an ortho-
graphic transcription with correct word order as is required in
training conventional automatic speech recognition systems
based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [3].
As an alternative, non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
has been presented as a useful machine learning procedure
to discover and learn the acoustic representation of spoken
words guided by weak supervision [4, 5, 6]. In short, NMF
decomposes utterance-based representations into two low-
rank representations, one representing the recurring acoustic
patterns such as spoken words, and one describing which
recurring patterns are active in each utterance.
The goal of this study is to investigate how we can im-
prove fast vocabulary acquisition in the state-of-the-art NMF
approach [4]. Fast learning is an essential objective as it
reduces the user’s effort to train the system and allows faster
workability of the VUI. It is achieved when word models
trained on scarce speech data can still generalize to new
speech signals. We propose two approaches to improve the
word recognition rates: 1) smoothing of the acoustic model
posterior probabilities in order to avoid over-training of the
NMF word models, and 2) restricting the acoustic repre-
sentation of the word models to correspond exactly to the
supervision data, i.e. the grounding information. If a spoken
word and its supervision information only appear one time,
it is not a recurrent pattern and difficult to detect by NMF.
By imposing the supervision, we essentially seek represen-
tations for words that appeared only once. We will evaluate
the effectiveness of both approaches by doing word learning
experiments with increasing amounts of training data.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
explain supervised NMF and the processing steps to build
the feature vectors for NMF, namely soft vector quantisation
(soft VQ) [7] and the histograms of acoustic co-occurrence
(HAC) [6]. In Section 3, we describe the two approaches to
improve the generalization of the models. We conduct two
experiments, one for each method and we report the results in
section 4. Finally, in Section 5 and 6 we discuss the proposed
methods and conclude with our conclusions and thoughts for
future work.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Acoustic representation
Fixed length feature vectors are required for NMF. We build
utterance-based fixed length vectors by transforming the
acoustic feature vectors into a Gaussian posteriorgram [7]
and by accumulating the posterior probabilities to an his-
togram of acoustic co-occurrence (HAC) [4, 6] .
A posteriorgram is a two dimensional data structure con-
taining the posterior probability that a frame-based feature
vector (first dimensions: time) was emitted by a particular
acoustic unit (second dimension: class). Here, the classes are
Gaussians obtained by k-means clustering followed by the es-
timation of a full covariance Gaussian based on all frame ob-
servations falling in each respective cluster [8, 7]. Each en-
try is the relative (normalized) likelihood that the observation
was emitted from the respective Gaussian.
The posteriorgram of an utterance has a variable length
that depends on the number of frames in an utterance. We
create HAC features to build a fixed-length vector for each ut-
terance and to incorporate time information. In the HAC, the
probability of co-occurrence between frames, τ frames apart
from each other, is accumulated over one whole utterance for
all possible cluster pairs. Coarser and more fine grained code
books as well as more time information are added by stack-
ing HAC’s with different time lags and different codebooks
in one utterance-based vector. The vector length F depends
on te number Li of Gaussians in each codebook i = 1, . . . , C
and the number of time lags T : F = T×
C∑
i=1
L2i . The data ma-
trix consisting of the acoustic representation of N utterances
is denoted byVa(F ×N) with F the number of features.
2.2. Grounding information
In addition to the acoustic representation, there is a second
input stream providing utterance-based supervision denoted
by Vg(K × N) with K the number of words defining the
demonstrated actions on a device, also called keywords. Su-
pervision in each utterance is indicated as follows: there is
one row in Vg for each keyword and its entries represent the
number of times that the respective word was uttered in the
nth utterance. In the context of the VUI of Section 1, this as-
sumes VUI actions such as pushing a button are related to one
or more keywords. Supervision is weak in the sense that the
absence or presence of keywords are indicated without any
chronological information within the utterance.
2.3. The supervised NMF framework
2.3.1. Training
NMF [9] decomposes a data matrixV into the product of two
lower rank matrices, W and H. A variant to NMF is super-
vised NMF [4, 6] where supervision Vg is added to the data
matrix Va and an additional part is added in the lower rank
matrix W to regularize the factorization in correspondence
with the supervision. The model is:
V =
[
Vg
Va
]
≈
[
Wg
Wa
]
H = WH (1)
with all entries in V, W and H constrained to be non-
negative.
The purpose of supervised NMF learning is to uncover
the acoustic representation of each keyword. The columns
in Wa represent the latent structure (recurring patterns) of
the columns in Va associated to a keyword. The columns in
H indicate which patterns are combined to approximate the
columns inV.
When the total set of vocal commands contains K key-
words, W should count at least K columns, but in practice,
some D extra columns are added to W to model the filler
words.
Different loss functions are possible and the most appro-
priate loss function depends on the statistical structure of the
data matrix. An appropriate loss function for the approxi-
mation in Eq. 1 assuming that entries in V are counts of
events is the generalised Kullback-Leibler divergence (gkld)
or I-divergence:
DKL(V||WH) =
∑
i
∑
n
[
vin log vin[WH]in − vin + (WH)in
]
(2)
with i = 1, . . . , I , I = K + F and n = 1, . . . , N .
Lee and Seung [9] derived the following alternating mul-
tiplicative update rules for minimizing Eq. 2 as a function of
the entries hrn of H and wir of W. Convergence is guaran-
teed to a local optimum:
hrn ← hrn
∑
i
vin
[WH]in
wir∑
q wqr
(3)
wir ← wir
∑
n
vin
[WH]in
hrn∑
p hrp
(4)
with vin entries of V, and r = 1, . . . , R = K + D with R
the inner dimension of W and H. After each update of W,
we normalise its columns to sum to unity in order to prevent
arbitrary scaling ofW andH.
In supervised NMF, the first K rows in H are initialized
asVg and the first K×K entries inWg are initialized as the
identity matrix [8]. A small random number is added toWg .
The initialization procedure helps convergence to a solution
with keyword representations in the first K columns of Wa.
All entries inWa are randomly initialized.
The solutions for H, Wa and Wg obtained by update
rules in Eq. 3 and 4 are denoted byH∗,W∗a andW
∗
g .
2.3.2. Recognition
Keyword recognition is tested on a separate set of new utter-
ances denoted byVt. H∗t is found by minimizing the general-
ized Kullback-Leibler divergence betweenVt and (W∗aHt).
H∗t = arg min
Ht
DKL(Vt||W∗aHt) (5)
The optimization problem in Eq. 5 is a convex problem as
W∗a is held fixed, and the solution H
∗
t is used to provide the
keyword activation matrixA as follows:
A = W∗gH
∗
t (6)
The higher the score in the rows ofA, the more likely that the
respective keyword has appeared in the spoken test utterances.
3. PROPOSED METHODS
We propose two methods to improve the word learning from
scarce training data: learning from smoothed data and restrict-
ing the optimalization procedure to follow the supervision,
referred to as restricted word learning.
3.1. Smoothing
In this method, we propose to smooth the data matrix by im-
posing smoothness on the posteriorgrams. The smoothed pos-
teriorgram with entries Pˆti,θ, with θ a Gaussian from the set
Φ of Gaussians and ti the timestamp of the respective frame,
smoothing is obtained as follows:
Pˆti,θ =
(Pti,θ)
ζ∑
θ∈Φ
(Pti,θ)ζ
(7)
with the exponent 0 < ζ < 1 leading to smoother (flatter)
posterior probabilities.
We investigated the effect of smoothing for small and
large training sets using two different smoothing conditions:
we smoothed the training data and the test data in the first con-
dition while we only smoothed the training data in the second
condition. If smoothing is helpful in reducing noise and irrel-
evant small-scale features, we expect an improvement in the
first case over all training set sizes. The improvements gained
by smoothing are then essentially depending on the data.
However, if better performance is also obtained by smoothing
the training data but not the test data and only for small data
sets, a strong indication is provided that the smoothing of
scarce data is able to provide word models that generalize
better to new instances.
3.2. Restricted word learning
In this method, we keep the first K rows of H fixed during
the multiplicative optimization updates (see Eq. 3 and 4). The
first K rows ofH correspond to the supervision and indicate
the occurrence of a keyword by a number 0 or 1. However,
keeping the entries inH fixed to 0 or 1 is actually suboptimal
as a value different from 1 allows us to model the duration
of the spoken words. Longer words are spread over more
acoustic frames, and therefore, they have larger acoustic co-
occurence counts. Since the keyword representations mod-
elled by the first K colums of W are all normalized to sum
to unity, the differences in word length can only be reflected
in the entries of H. Nevertheless, the supervision data in Vg
is a good initial approximation of the optimal solution to H
and keeping this values fixed to this initial approximation is
not going to harm the optimalization process too much while
we gain by reducing the dimensionality of the optimization
problem. We therefore expect better word models by restrict-
ing the optimization ofH for small data sets but not for large
data sets. We call this approach “restricted word learning”.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Introduction
We evaluate potential gains for the use of smoothing and re-
stricted word learning as explained in Section 3. In the first
experiment, we implemented seven smoothing values for ζ in
Eq. 7, ζ = 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 1. The baseline
is given by a value of 1-smoothing. We implemented the two
smoothing conditions explained in Section 3.1 and evaluated
smoothing for small and large training sets,N = 50, 100, 200
and 1785.
In the second experiment, we investigated six training
set sizes, N = 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1785 utterances
against two different multiplicative update schemes. In the
baseline condition, we used the traditional update rules as
expressed in Eq. 3 and 4. In the restricted condition, we used
a different update rule forH as explained in Section 3.2. The
performance is evaluated by the accuracy expressed as the
percentage of correct recognized keywords.
4.2. Experimental setup
4.2.1. Speech material
To mimic a usage situation in which no speech material of a
user is (yet) available when training the word learning sys-
tem, code book training is carried out on a different database
than the one used for keyword learning. This means the low-
level acoustic model is speaker-independent and the record-
ing conditions differ from the user environment. We used
the “Wall Street Journal corpus recorded at the University
of Cambridge, phase 0”, WSJCAM0 [10] for this purpose,
which is the UK English equivalent of a subset of the US En-
glish Wall street Journal corpus (WSJ0).
For keyword learning we used the UK English subset
of the ACORNS corpus [11] developed in the second year
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Fig. 1. Accuracy for smoothing and restricted word learning. The error bars denote the 95% confidence intervals. The
dashed lines in (a) are accuracies against different smoothing values used to smooth the training data while the test data is not
smoothed. The solid lines in (a) are accuracies against smoothing values used to smooth both sets, training and test data. The
horizontal dotted lines indicate the respective baseline performance. The blue lines in (b) are the accuracies against different
training set sizes using common NMF updates (the dashed line) or restricted word learning (the solid line) corresponding with
values on the Y-axis on the left. The green lines in (b) depict the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence (gkld, see Eq. 2)
between the predicted occurence of words in the test set and the plain truth
of the ACORNS project and we selected the four speakers
with the most recorded utterances. The test sets counted
593, 594, 596 and 599 utterances for the four respective
speakers and we used training sets of increasing sizes with
N = 1790, 1786, 1789 or 1791 utterances for the largest
training set for the four speakers, respectively. In ACORNS,
utterances consist of 1 to 4 different keywords embedded in
a carrier sentence with unrelated filler words. In total, there
are 50 unique predefined keywords and 30 filler words. The
choice for the corpus fit well for the purpose of evaluating the
performance of the VUI since the supervision is weak (a bag
of words) and the size and complexity of the data is similar
to a common home automation task.
4.2.2. Features
Feature extraction was done by using Mutual Information
Discriminant Analysis or MIDA [12], MIDA features consist
of a linear combination of 22 log-MEL spectral dimensions
and their first and second order differences (∆ and ∆∆). The
linear combination is aimed at maximizing the mutual infor-
mation between the MIDA features and phone classes. The
MIDA transformation was learned using the corpus WSJ-
CAM0.
We used three code books of dimension L = 20, 100
and 400. Each code word corresponded to one Gaussian and
posteriorgrams were created using the procedure described in
Section 2.1.
HAC representations were created as explained in Sec-
tion 2.1 using three frame lags, τ = 2, 5 and 9. For each
combination of frame lag and code book, there is one pos-
teriorgram per utterance. For each utterance we obtained one
fixed-length vector with the dimensionality determined by the
number of code books, their sizes and the number of frame
lags: F = 3 × (202 + 1002 + 4002) = 511200 features for
each utterance, however, feature vectors are very sparse.
4.2.3. Implementation
In addition to the initialisation procedure explained in Sec-
tion 2.3, D = 25 was chosen for both experiments. Prelimi-
nary experiments showed that 100 iterations are sufficient to
reach convergence. We applied five different initialisations of
each respective combination of smoothing, training set size,
speaker and update scheme. One possible problem could be
that for N ≤ K + D (i.e., the training set size N = 50),
the rank W is larger than the rank of V. However, the non-
negativity constraints and the supervision in NMF inhibit a
trivial solution.
4.3. Results
The resulting accuracies are shown in Figure 1. For each
method, there is a graph showing the average keyword recog-
nition accuracy as a function of smoothing, see 1(a), and as a
function of set size for restricted and unrestricted word learn-
ing, see 1(b). The error bars denote the 95% confidence inter-
val after controlling the variation due to the speaker variability
using the procedure described in [13].
4.3.1. Smoothing
We found significant improvements with respect to the base-
line (horizontal dotted lines in 1(a)) for almost all levels of
smoothing (solid lines in 1(a)) when using small training sets,
with N = 50, N = 100 and N = 200. In the smallest train-
ing set, N = 50, every keyword was spoken at least one time.
We were able to obtain a baseline accuracy of 57% and im-
proved the result to 66%, an improvement of 8% with respect
to the baseline. However, we did not find a significant im-
provement for the same smoothings in the largest training set
N > 1785.
Smoothing the training set but not the test set (dashed
lines in 1(a)) shows a tendency to improve the accuracy even
more for the smallest data set N = 50. However, the oppo-
site trend is seen for the largest training set size. The dashed
line depicting the accuracy for the largest training set in Fig-
ure 1(a) declines for more smoothing.
Clearly, smoothing behaves differently for small and large
data sets and smoothing improves accuracy for scarce training
data.
4.3.2. Restricted word learning
For small data sets, N = 50 and N = 100, we found a sig-
nificant improvement in accuracy with respect to the baseline
(the dashed lines in Figure 1(b)) by restricting word learning
(the solid lines in Figure 1(b)) as explained in Section 3.2.
However, for larger data sets, (N ≥ 200), the opposite ef-
fect is displayed favoring common optimization update rules
as expressed in Eq. 3 and 4. For the smallest training set,
counting 50 utterances, we have an average baseline accu-
racy of 57% and we obtained an accuracy of 66% by re-
stricted word learning, an improvement of 8%, quite similar
to the effect of smoothing. However, for the largest dataset,
N > 1785, the baseline (see Figure 1(b)) gave an accuracy
of 99.5% while restricted word models led to a lower accu-
racy of 98.7%. Restricted word models are only helpful in
the case of scarce data. The cost function of the test set, i.e.
of A in Eq. 6 are depicted in a green color in Figure 1(b).
Although restricted word learning allows for a better predic-
tion of word occurence in the test set, these predictions have
a higher generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence compared
with the baseline.
5. DISCUSSION
Clearly, there is a relation between the amount of training data
that is available and the improvements by either smoothing
and restricted word learning. In general, both techniques are
helpful if the number of training examples is low. The differ-
ent effects of both techniques on small and large training sets
demonstrate that optimization issues and model training pose
a distinct challenge for scarce data. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this distinction has not been given a lot of attention in
the literature.
5.1. Smoothing
Smoothing appears to be effective for all but the largest data
sets. Moreover, the optimal parameter value for smoothing is
independent of the size of the training set. This can be un-
derstood as follows. Smoothing the probabilities of acoustic
events causes more overlap of the Gaussians in the feature
space. Without smoothing, only one or two Gaussians con-
tribute significantly to the total probability mass of an obser-
vation as most observations lie close to the centre of a single
high-dimensional Gaussian. The effect of smoothing is that
observations are described by multiple Gaussians and a larger
mass in their posteriorgram is shared if they are located in
the same region of the feature space. As the shared probabil-
ity mass between different observations corresponding to the
same keyword label increases, it becomes easier to detect a
recurrent pattern in the case of scarce data.
If training and test sets are smoothed, smoothing also
increases the robustness of the feature representations. The
training-test mismatch makes their position in the feature
space uncertain within some neighbourhood. A small shift
in position will affect the non-smoothed posteriorgram much
more than the smoothed posteriorgram. Smoothing there-
fore reduces the noise level of the observation at the cost
of some fine-scale resolution. A coarser but more robust
representation is especially helpful for the case of scarce
training data. However, for large training sets, when test sets
are not smoothed, a coarser resolution of the training set af-
fect the performance negatively as the training-test mismatch
becomes larger.
A third positive effect of smoothing is related to the use
of the KLD divergence. Probabilities which are underesti-
mated during training on scarce data may have a detrimental
effect during testing because of the singularities at zero and
the asymmetry of the KLD. Such features have a unreason-
ably large impact of the total value of the cost function. The
use of smoothing increases those probabilities and generally
balances the impact of the acoustic features.
5.2. Restricted word models
By imposing a solution in favour of the supervision intro-
duced in H (see Section 2.3), we find an adequately repre-
sentation of the keywords for which supervision is provided,
i.e. the first K columns in W, but it raises questions about
the representation of the filler words for which no supervision
is available, the D remaining columns in W. The presence
of filler words is randomly initialized inH and unsupervised
learning of the filler words is solely based on detecting re-
current acoustic patterns. If filler words are adequatly repre-
sented, they are helpful for keyword recognition because they
separate irrelevant patterns from relevant keyword patterns in
the utterance-based representation (a bag of features). This
does raise the question of whether any number of garbage
columns (D > 0) can be beneficial for scarce training data,
but this is left as future work.
Although better results are obtained for restricted word
learning if the number of training examples is low, these better
results are accompanied with a higher divergence. In different
words, normal update rules learn better to minimize the gen-
eralised Kullback-Leibler divergence than the proposed ap-
proach, but keyword recognition accuracy is lower. This ob-
servation suggests that modifications to the objective function
taking into account the availability of the training data and the
mathematical expression of the supervision could lead to bet-
ter solutions.
6. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated two techniques, smoothing and restricted
word learning, to improve weakly supervised NMF learn-
ing on scarce training data. Smoothing was shown to be an
effective method to substantially accelerate word learning
on small data sets while maintaining the good accuracies on
larger training sets. These findings are valuable since they
showed that optimization issues and model training pose a
distinct challenge if the availability of data is limited. More-
over, the second technique, restricted word learning seemed
to improve the generalisation of the model to new data as the
word models closely follow the supervision in the data.
Future research will focus on a more in-depth analysis of
combining supervised and unsupervised word learning and
different sorts of divergences, combining this with the pro-
posed smoothing technique and applying smoothing to poste-
riorgrams obtained from alternative acoustic models such as
phone recognizers and neural networks.
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